There’s more to matt than the finish

To the untrained eye, matt is the absence of gloss or shine. But there’s a lot more to it than the appearance, just like there’s a lot more to the bathroom than being a functional place.

As the bathroom evolved to become an oasis, a space for de-stressing and a break-away zone from the sensory overload of the world outside, the need for the bathroom to facilitate serenity has become ever more important. Jaquar’s matt finish sanitaryware is a significant step forward in that direction, augmenting the mood of contemporary bath spaces with colours and a glaze that are functionally impeccable as well.

The quietude of black. The calmness of white.

Available in two options that naturally complement every other fixture and design element in your bathroom, Jaquar’s matt white and matt black basins and WCs provide the perfect bases to build an atmosphere of respite and restfulness with the decor. Eliminating reflections and visual stimuli, their contours and silhouettes convey a refined and powerful presence without seeking attention. Just what a modern, minimalistic aesthetic requires.

Designed for today. Built for tomorrow.

Apart from having the latest aesthetics, Jaquar’s research and development has also ensured that these products are easily to install and perform at peak levels for a long time to come. Their features include an anti-germ glaze on the rimless bowl’s ceramic as well as the seat, a soft-close seat cover tested for over 200,000 closures, blind installation capability, and a 10-year warranty on the product.
Go Matt

Table Top Basin

Jaquar Designer
Table Top Basin (Black Matt)
JDS-BLM-25911
Thin Rim Table Top Basin, Shape - Square, Size: 420x420x150 mm

Jaquar Designer
Table Top Basin (Black Matt)
JDS-BLM-25907N
Thin Rim Table Top Basin, Shape - Rectangular, Size: 525x415x140 mm

Jaquar Designer
Table Top Basin (White Matt)
JDS-WHM-25911
Thin Rim Table Top Basin, Shape - Square, Size: 420x420x150 mm

Jaquar Designer
Table Top Basin (White Matt)
JDS-WHM-25907N
Thin Rim Table Top Basin, Shape - Rectangular, Size: 525x415x140 mm

KUBIX
Wall Hung WC (Black Matt)
KUS-BLM-35953BIUFSM
Rimless, Blind Installation Wall Hung WC with UF Soft Close Slim Seat Cover, Hinges, Fixing Accessories and Accessories Set, Size: 360x500x335 mm

KUBIX
Wall Hung WC (White Matt)
KUS-BLM-35953BIUFSM
Rimless, Blind Installation Wall Hung WC with UF Soft Close Slim Seat Cover, Hinges, Fixing Accessories and Accessories Set, Size: 360x500x335 mm

SOLO
Wall Hung WC (Black Matt)
SLS-BLM-6953BIUFSM
Rimless, Blind Installation Wall Hung WC with UF Soft Close Slim Seat Cover, Hinges, Fixing Accessories and Accessories Set, Size: 375x520x400 mm

SOLO
Wall Hung WC (White Matt)
SLS-WHM-6953BIUFSM
Rimless, Blind Installation Wall Hung WC with UF Soft Close Slim Seat Cover, Hinges, Fixing Accessories and Accessories Set, Size: 375x520x400 mm

KUS-BLM-35953BIUFSM
Rimless, Blind Installation Wall Hung WC with UF Soft Close Slim Seat Cover, Hinges, Fixing Accessories and Accessories Set, Size: 360x500x335 mm

KUS-BLM-35953BIUFSM
Rimless, Blind Installation Wall Hung WC with UF Soft Close Slim Seat Cover, Hinges, Fixing Accessories and Accessories Set, Size: 360x500x335 mm